TRANSFORMING
YOUR CLINICAL DATA
From Scribetech transcription services
to Augnito voice recognition technology.
Scribetech has been providing medical professionals with accurate, efficient,
cost-effective services and technology to support clinical transcription and impeccable
attention to patient data detail since 2001.
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100% FOCUS

of medical transcription
and dictation expertise

on error-free quality,
consistency and accuracy

NHS FRAMEWORK

500

approved vendor
since 2005

transcription specialists
worldwide pre Augnito

>100 MILLION

UKAS CERTIFIED

minutes of dictation
processed

for ISO 9001,
14001 and 27001

A journey of clinical data
management innovation.
Scribetech combined

2 decades of transcription experience
of these, 16 years were dedicated to NHS medical transcription fulfilment
of these, 6 years were spent on core speech engine R&D
and 2 years on a build-test-learn process

> ½ million hours

A passion for its

customers’ success

of dedicated input from
clinicians, strategists, scientists,
analysts, engineers, speech
recognition technology experts
and advisors at Harvard,
Stanford and MIT

A ‘user
approach

design thinking’

+120 million lines

of transcribed dictation output

and created Augnito.

Shaping the future of patient
data capture and healthcare
Putting your voice in control of clinical data entry.
Secure, cloud-based AI-driven,
clinical speech recognition.

Enabling you to streamline
your clinical workflows.

At-the-cursor data entry in any
MS Windows clinical system.

Fast, easy, accurate capture of
live clinical data on any device.

Multiple medical specialty-specific
language models.

No voice profile
training needed.

Speech recognition wherever you need it – at a desktop, on the web
or on a smartphone.
Speech-enablement for EPRs and clinical systems via easy API with SDK
integration and a Developers’ Portal for software developers and integrators.

Inviting you to innovate tomorrow’s speech recognition today.
Healthcare execs, ops management, radiologists, cardiologists, clinician consultants,
GPs, digital transformation teams and healthcare tech experts are already shaping
the future with Augnito, through AVAIA - the Augnito Voice AI Innovators’ Alliance.

As a Scribetech customer and partner you can transform patient data capture
Augnito will free you up to provide better patient-centered communication, more
eye contact and more non-verbal interaction = higher patient satisfaction.
Augnito removes the tech hardware barriers between you & clinical data entry,
giving you more time to listen to:
what clinicians need in terms of voice-AI solution enhancements
what IT and Digital Transformation teams need
which features work, which don't
what improvements would be great to have vs. wishful thinking.

By feeding your 'listening' back to our development team, we'll make the future
happen - faster, simpler and more effectively.
What does AVAIA give you in return?
A dedicated agile development team that
makes you a priority.

Updates on Augnito
innovations and user-tips.

Insider peeks into the future of Augnito e.g.:
latest voice biometric solution plans
(development instigated by input from
Augnito clinician partners around the world).

Know-how from voice-AI
experts.

3 ways to sign up

1
Trial Augnito
or request a demo

2

3

Purchase and install
Augnito licences

Let’s enhance healthcare intelligence and
transform clinical data management, together!

Partner with
Scribetech

augnito@scribetech.co.uk
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